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Abstract 
From the practical point of view to obtain the friction and wear characteristic of 
materials used in machinery, various types of wear testing machines have been 
developed and deployed. To obtain useful data for practical application, it is desirable 
that the investigation is carried out by a full scale wear testing apparatus having 
approximat.ely similar contact conditious. There are two parameters in the wear testing 
machines, such as configuration of contact surface and form of the relative motion 
between test specimens. Thus, in this report, the effect of unidirectional sliding friction 
in linear sliding direction between contacting pair and friction obtained test results are 
investigated. The reciprocating pin-on-flat experimental technique of similar 
specimen's material was modified to obtain the test results desired. The microscopic 
structures of the pin specimen were varied due to frictional and wear properties. 
Pressure distribution using selected formula during normal condition and the wear 
effect on the leading and trailing edge due to the movement of pin specimen were 
varied due to the load and number of cycles applied. Comparison between theoretical 
wear depth and experimental result been analyzed. 
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1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
When two solid bodies undergo relative motion while in contact for prolong 
time, the surfaces wear. The wear can he due to one or more of the various mechanisms, 
such as abrasion, adhesion, fatigue, and delamination [ 1]. It is important to estimate 
wear characteristics appropriately. However, it is rare for friction or wear characteristics 
of materials or machioe elements to be estimated from a full scale test. To obtain useful 
data for practical applications, it is desirable that the investigation is carried out by a full 
scale wear testing apparatus having approximately similar contact conditions. 
The friction or contact modes in such model apparatuses for estimation are as 
follows [2]: pin (or ball)/disk (unidirectional friction type), pin (or ball)/flat 
(reciprocating friction type), cylinder/cylinder (contact with end surface), pin/cylinder, 
four-hal~ two-parallel cylinder type. All the model apparatuses consist of three modes 
in practical contact surface which are point contact, line contact and surface contact. 
As mentioned above, there are many types of wear-testing machine and contact 
mode. Therefore, based on the combination of concepts between unidirectional friction 
and reciprocating friction type, a modified model apparatus of reciprocating pin-on-flat 
experimental technique will be developed in order to investigate the wear characteristics 
and behaviors of surfuce contact between two similar specimens material in linear 
motion. Compared to model apparatus of pin-on-disk (unidirectional friction type) 
where having continuous sliding contact in rotational motion and pin-on-flat 
(reciprocating friction type) where having sliding contact between a stationary pin 
against flat sample that is moved backwards and forwards in a reciprocating motion, 
this modified model apparatus of reciprocating pin-on-flat working principle is having 
two different behaviors of movement in two strokes of reciprocating motion where, one 
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stroke encounter surface contact between two specimens and the other stroke having 
non-contact movement in linear motion. 
The effect of relative motion between contacting pair of similar materials and 
friction process through obtained test results which should cover the leading and trailing 
edge, microstructure of the pin specimen, hardness value of worn area and pressure 
distribution are being investigated. Simulation of wear to obtain the pressure 
distribution during normal condition was done using selected formula. The simulation 
using selected formula has been compared with the result from the laboratory wear 
testing results. 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In the industrial wear problems, adhesive wear, phenomena of surface damage 
and material removal which can occur when two smooth surfaces rub against each 
other, which this type of wear is having approximate percentage of26% contnlmtion to 
the cost of wear [3]. This type of wear can occur in plain bearings and other interacting 
machine components, particularly if they are inadequately lubricated. 
Actual testing needs a huge of resources, costly and time consuming. Because of 
that, experimental technique by using test specimens and application of simulation 
studies are selected rather than actual testing. In addition, the modification of the 
established reciprocating pin-on-flat wear tester by applying different working principle 
will lead to new approach of wear modeling and the comparison of results can be 
accomplished. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
The objectives of this research are: 
• To analyze wear mechanisms, behaviors and characteristics on the laboratory 
wear testing results. 
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• To predict the wear rate of pin-on-flat contacts and the effect on leading and 
trailing edge. 
• To simulate the stress/pressure distribution at contact area. 
The scope of research can be simplified as follows: 
• The laboratory wear test is using couple of same specimen material (pin and 
flat). 
• Surfaces slides in non-lubricated condition where the surface contact slides in 
air without a lubricant. 
• The procedures of the laboratory wear test scope within codes and standard of 
ASTM Gl33 - Standard Test Method for Linearly Reciprocating Pin-on-Flat 
Sliding Wear. 
• Result from the stress/pressure distribution using selected formula been 




2.1 ADHESIVE WEAR 
Sliding is the most common tnbological contact condition. Adhesive wear was 
for many years thought occur when no abrasive substances can be found and where 
there is tangential sliding of one clean surface over another. Oxides and adsorbed 
species are usually ignored [3, 4]. In most practical applications sliding surfaces are 
lubricated in some way and the wear that occurs in then termed lubricated sliding wear. 
However, in laboratory investigations, surfaces slide in air without lubricant which 
called dry sliding wear [2}. 
2.2 CODES AND STANDARD 
The codes and standard of the laboratory wear test according to sliding wear -
reciprocating motion, ASTM 0133 [3]. 
2.2.1 Test conditions 
• Test load: up to 10 000 N 
• Frequency: 0.1 -50 Hz 
• Stroke: 0.25 -50 rnrn 
• Contact geometry: pin with 6.00 mm radius end 
• Test duration: 103 - 106 s 
2.2.2 Measurement modes 
• Voluroe of wear (measured directly by profilometry or calculated from mass 
loss and density measurements or calculated from size wear scar) 
• Examination of worn surface 
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• Wear displacement (progressive movement ofthe samples during wear) 
2.3 TABER® LINEAR ABRASER 
2.3.1 Description 
TABER® Linear Abraser uses a free floating head to follow the contours of every 
sample, permitting testing of fmished products. With virtually no limit on sample size 
or shape, the TABER® Linear Abraser is ideal for testing plastics, automotive 
components, painted parts, printed graphic, optical products, rubber, leather, textiles, 
and for use in testing laboratories [ 5]. 
2.3.2 Specifications 
The parameters for TABER® Linear Abraser also can be altered, which enables the 
user to determine the optimal setting of each product or material [5]. The parameters are 
shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: TABER® Linear Abraser Parameters 
Parameters Description 
Load Ranging from 350-2100 grams with optional weight disc 
Stroke Lengths 05", 1.0", 2.0", 3-.0~', 4.0" 
Stroke Speed 2 -7 5 cycles per minute 
2.4 WEAR MODEL 
The wear process can be treated as a dynamic process, depending on many 
parameters and the prediction of that process as an initial value problem. The wear rate 
may then be described by a general equation given by 
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dh ' 
-~·=! d~ ' (1) 
Where h is the wear depth (m) and sis the sliding distance (m). Many wear models are 
available in the literature. Their mathematical expressions vary from simple empirical 
relationships to complicated equations relying on physical concepts and defmitions [4]. 
The most frequently used model is the linear wear equation o- =Kp-, where o-
IS dimensionless normalized wear rate; K is wear coefficient; p- is dimensionless 
normalized pressure; which the volume wear rate is proportional to the normal load. 
This model is often referred to as the Archard's wear law; though its basic form was 
frrst published by Holm [6][7]. The model was based on experimental observations and 
written in the form 
(2) 
Where V is volume wear (m\ s sliding distance (m); K is wear coefficient; FN is 
normal load (N); H is hardness (Pa). 
The wear coefficient K was introduced to provide agreement between theory 
and experiment. Holm treated it as a constant, representing the number of abraded 
atoms per atomic encounter. In Archard's work it corresponds to the probability that an 
asperity interaction results in a wear particle formation [&}. However, that is not the 
only possible interpretation. Lim and Ashby [9] calculated it regarding the delamination 













FN is normal load (N); His hardness (Pa); A is the apparent contact area (rr1}. 
The wear depth is preferred to determine the pin-on-flat profile evolution. For 
engineering applications the wear depth is of more interest, than wear volume. Here 




sA s (5) 
Where his the wear depth (m), k is the dimensional wear coefficient (Pa-1) and pis the 
normal contact pressure (Pa). The wear model can then be described by a differential 




When two nominally plane and parallel surfaces are brought gently together, 
contact will initially occur at only few points. When a rigid cylinder (pin) is pressed into 
an elastic half-space, under a normal load FN, it creates a pressure distribution described 
by Hertzian contact stress for contact between a rigid cylinder and an elastic half-space 
[10] [11]. 
( ?) 1/2 p(rJ =Po 1 - :: (7) 
Where a is the radius ofthe cylinder; po is the maximum contact pressure given by 
(8) 





E~,E2 are the elastic modulus and v~,v2 the Poisson's ratios associated with each body. 
The relation between the indentation depth and the normal force is given by 




Methodology section will discuss about the TABER® Linear Abraser (Abrader) 
- Model 5750 modification's model design of the specimen mounting on Universal 
Specimen Table prior to have vertical movement thus allowing single stroke surface 
contact. After that, researches continue with the model fabrication and precede with the 
detail procedures of several laboratory tests on experimental analysis under every 
respective testing for future references. The principle of all laboratory tests involved 
were based on standard operation manual and American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) which will be discussed by the author in this section. 
3.1 TABLE MODEL DESIGN 
Model design been utilized as the simulation with detail dimension, requirement 
and material selection. Design of the model bas been appropriately constructed based 
upon the requirement of the research to obtain one stroke contact between two surfaces. 
The design based on the mechanism of jack's application where the table will be 
controlled manually. This design will give a clear picture on the modification of the 
specimen mounting of Universal Specimen Table of TABER® Linear Abraser 
(Abrader) - Model 5750 as shown in Figure 3.1 and been as the constraint for the 
fabrication part to be carried out. 
Figure 3.1: Universal Specimen Table ofT ABER® Linear Abraser 
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Model design consists of three stages: 
1. Dimensional conformance 
All the dimensions and constraint will be specified according to ASTM 0133 -
Standard Test Method for Linearly Reciprocating Pin-on-Flat Sliding Wear and 
Universal Specimen Table ofT ABER® Linear Abraser (Abrader) -Model 57 50 design 
specifications and interchangeability factors as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2: Caliper's base dimensioning 
2. Design sketches 
Initial rough ideas of the development of the model design to suit with the 
requirement of the research. Variation of model design has been determined to come up 
with final idea. 
3. Model simulation 
Design software been utilized in this designing part in order to establish high 
accuracy and precision of the design as well on better illustration of the function. 
AutoCad software has been used to design the model The design consists of isometric, 
orthographic and exploded view. See Appendix I, ll and ill. 
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3.2 TABLE MODEL FABRICATION 
Fabrication of the model will follow the dimensions and constraint been 
specified in the model design. Step by step of fabrication's procedure been clearly 
followed according to the design. All manufacturing steps been organized efficiently to 
avoid any clashing on the procedure which could affect the final fabricated model. 
Material selected in table model fabrication is aluminum alloy as per specification of 
aluminum alloy, see Appendix IV, aluminum alloy is a soft material thus material 
handling for fabrication is much easier. On the other side, aluminum alloy is non rusting 
material which applicable for long term application. 
For preparing the modified table, conventional lathe machine and milling 
machine as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 has been utilized to machine 50mm 
diameter of cylindrical aluminum as mounting part for the clamper. Center drill of 
16mm diameter been performed to make a hole as attachment part to the clamper. The 
cylindrical aluminum been attached to 15mm x 16mm x 7mm aluminum plate as table's 
base with a simple jack. Drilling machine and steered threader been utilized to make 
inner thread for the attachment's screw as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.3: Center Dri11 with 
Lathe Machine 
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Figure 3.4: Milling Machine 
Figure 3.5: Attachment's part 
All fabrication parts have been attached according to the design following the 
exploded view of Appendix ffi as shown in Figure 3.6. Grease lubricant has been 
applied at jack part in the center hole of the mounting to reduce the friction for a 
smoother movement of the caliper. 
Figure 3.6: Modified Specimen Table 
3.3 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
Based on the terminology of this research, both specimens of pin and flat should 
be any material as long as both of them are same material with same specifications. 
Therefore, aluminum alloy has been selected as the material for both specimens. The 
material selection was based upon the high elasticity and ductility of aluminum alloy 
which categorized as soft material thus wear mechanism can be better visualized. All 
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specimens' preparation work was done at manufacturing lab and material lab under 
supervision of designated technicians from both labs. 
There were six samples of pin specimen followed by six samples of flat 
specimen. Both specimens undergo different method of preparation and fabrication. 
3.3.1 Pin Specimens 
Pin's size was according to ASTM Gt33- Standard Test Method for Linearly 
Reciprocating Pin-on-Flat Sliding Wear. Pin specimens been produced into four units of 
cylindrical and two units of squared shape. The dimension of cylindrical pin specimen 
is 6mm diameter x 1 Omm height while shaped pin specimen is 6mm x 6mm x 1 Omm. 
The descriptions of each sample are as in Table 3.1 based on variables chosen. 
Table 3.1: Specimen's Categorization 
Type Label Linear Wear Test 
Specimen A 10 Cycles 
Cylindrical Specimen Specimen B 20 Cycles 
(06mm x 1 Omm) Specimen C 40 Cycles 
Specimen D 60 Cycles 
Specimen E 40 Cycles 
Squared Specimen 
(6mm x 6mm x lOmm) Specimen F 60 Cycles 
Since all of the specimens are small and required high precision in dimension, 
1 OOmm x 1 OOmm x 1 Omm aluminum alloy plate been used to produce the pin specimen 
by using Electrical Discharge Machining, EDM Wire Cut as shown in Figure 3.7. 
Figure 3.8 shows the pin specimens produced by EDM Wire Cut. 
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Figure 3.7: EDM Wire Cut 
3.3.2 Flat Specimens 
Figm'e 3.8: Pin Specimens 
(diameter 6mm, length lOmm) 
Flat specimen's dimension was based on the stroke length of the TABER® 
Linear Abraser (Abrader)- Model5750 where stroke length used in this research was 4 
inches or l0l.6mm. Therefore, length of the flat specimen must be greater than the 
stroke length. Thus, the required flat specimen's dimension is 150mm x 35mm x 7mm. 
Aluminum alloy plate with 150mm x 2l0mm x 7mm has been cut into six samples 
according to the required dimension with metal band saw. 
The oxide layer or scale on the aluminum alloy surface must be removed in 
order to avoid the wear is due to the oxide layer and not the aluminum alloy itself 
Therefore, the flat specimens were grinding and polishing to remove the oxide layer and 
obtain smooth surface. Metaserv 2000 rotating grinder machine been used to perform 
this task. Figure 3.9 shows the flat specimen before and after been grinded and polished. 
Different grid of sand paper been used to obtain smooth surface and the grinding 
procedures were as follow: 
1. Flat specimen was po fished with rough sand paper to remove deposits, scale and 
oxide layer on top of the surface where the specification ofthe sand paper using 
aluminum oxide cloth, P: 6. 
2. Top surface been grinded using Metaserv 2000 rotating grinder machine with 
rotating speed of350 rpm and grinding cloth from the course to smoothest cloth 
at the range ofP: 60 until P: 4000. 
3. 3J.1 polishing cloth been used to polish the flat specimen until it looks shiny. 
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4. Step 1 until step 3 been repeated for all six flat specimens. 
Precautions must be taken when dealing with rotating grinder by ensuring that 
water must be constantly supplied to avoid any major scratches and temperature rise 
due to friction between rotating grinder and specimens. 
Figure 3.9: Flat specimens ( 150mm x 35mm x 7mm) before and after grinded 
3.4 PIN ON FLAT TEST 
The pin on flat test was conducted according to ASTM G133 - Standard Test 
Method for Linearly Reciprocating Pin-on-Flat Sliding Wear with TABER® Linear 
Abraser (Abrader) - Model 5750 as experiment apparatus. 
3.4.1 Pin on Flat Test Parameters 
Each specimen was having different set of parameters. Test parameters were 
specified according to Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Pin on Flat Test Parameters 
Type Linearly Reciprocating Pin-on-Flat Sliding Wear 
Load (g) 350, 600, 850, II 00, 1350 
Speed (cycle/min) 15 
Stroke lengtb (inch) 4 
Numba of cycles 10,20,40,60, 
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In this research, five sets of load been applied to the pin with constant time cycle and 
constant stroke length. Maximum stroke length of 4 inches or lOL6rnm been chosen to 
have much clearer wear mechanism and more time of surfuce contact between two 
specimens. Each cylindrical specimen will assigned to each number of cycles with five 
sets ofload while squared specimens were assigned to 40 and 60 cycles respectively. 
3.4.2 Pin on Flat Test Procedure 
I. Caliper been attached to the Modified Specimen Table. 
2. Spline shaft been tied with the stroke length to avoid any movements in vertical 
direction to have surface contact in backward stroke as shown in Figure 3.1 0. 
3. Two connecting links attached to Modified Specimen Table to ensure it does not 
move during testing. 
4. Stroke length been adjusted to 4 inch at Adjustable Stroke Length and Safety 
Off Switch had been closed down. 
5. TABER® Linear Abraser (Abrader) - Model 5750 been turned on and the 
testing parameters of 15 cycles/min and number of cycles been set by selecting 
ENTER button. After the data been input, CLEAR button been selected which 
mean clear to proceed with testing. 
6. Pin specimen been weigh up using Digital Weighing Scale and initial mass been 
taken as shown in Figure 3.11. 
7. After that, pin specimen been attached to Wearaser Collet. 
8. Flat specimen been mounted at Modified Specimen Table. 
9. Weigh disc (load) been applied according to parameters. 
10. Jack of Modified Specimen Table been pressed to move the flat specimen and 
have surface contact with pin specimen and START button been selected. 
11. Jack ofModified Specimen Table been released after one stroke been completed 
to complete one cycle before been pressed again for another stroke to have 
surfuce contact. This will be repeated until the end number of cycles. 
12. Then, pin specimen been weighing up again to measure its final mass. 
13. Step 5 to 12 been repeated with set ofload as specified in parameters. 
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14. Step 5 to 13 been repeated with another specimen with different set of cycles 
with same set of load applied. 
Figure 3.10: Specimen's mounting Figure 3.11: Digital Weighing Scale 
3.5 MACROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Macroscopic examination is carried out with unaided eye or a low power optical 
microscope with a magnification generally below l 00 diameters. This methodology has 
capability to have general appreciation of the features of the wear pin specimen, in 
particular, the surface wear pattern. The purpose of this macroscopic examination in this 
inspection to reveal remarkable features on the wear pattern and predict the wear 
mechanism based on visualization of the pin specimen's surface metallographic. The 
examination was according to ASTM E7 - 03(2009) Standard Terminology Relating to 
Metallography. 
Main focus of the examination was to clarify the wear formation mechanism of 
the leading edge, center and trailing edge of the pin specimen and to examine the effect 
of the difference in number of cycles on the experimental results, the microscopic 
structure of the pin specimen is observed by Metallurgy Optical Microscope - NIKON 
Model as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Macroscopic Examination 
3.5.1 Specimen Preparation Procedure 
Before macroscopic examination been carried out, all the specimens need to be 
prepared in order to obtain clear picture of pin specimen's surface wear metallographic 
structure. The preparation was according to ASTM E3 - 11 Standard Guide for 
Preparation of Metallographic Specimens. The specimen preparation procedure as 
follows: 
1. Precautions need to be taken to avoid grinding the pin specimen's wear surface 
because macroscopic examination was to analyze the pattern of the wear on the 
surface. 
2. As an alternative to obtain shiny surface is by rubbing the surface gently with 3 ~ 
polishing cloth to avoid any disturbance to the wear scar of the pin specimen. 
Metal polish liquid had been applied as the polished media. 
3. Step 1 to 2 been repeated for all six specimens. 
3.5.2 Macroscopic Examination Procedure 
1. Before the operation had been carried out, the machine must be m good 
condition and safety first. 
2. Power supply for the microscope been switched ON. 
3. Computer data station was started up and AQCU1SS program been selected. 
4. The specimen has been placed at the microscope table stage below the lens. 
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5. By turning to lowest magnification (5x objective lens), the microscope table 
stage been risen up to the lens. 
6. Through microscope eye piece, the table is turned down until get focus to 
microstructure surface. 
7. The magnification been adjusted to 500x by turning the lens and adjusting the 
focus. 
8. For AQCUISS program, new file been selected and live camera action. After 
that, the witch at microscope been pulled to BINO for see through the 
microscope or PHOTO for capture image in AQCUISS program. 
9. Capture image been clicked and file has been saved as usual. 
LO. Step 4 to 9 were been repeated for different pin specimens and image been 
captured at different point of location which at leading, center and trailing edge. 
11. The computer been shut down and the microscope been switch off after used. 
12. Power has been switched off and cleaning process being done. 
3.6 HARDNESS TEST 
Hardness test is conducted to determine the hardness effect at the worn surface 
area on the pin specimen. From this hardness value, the effect of worn area on the 
hardness value can be determined either worn area will decrease the hardness value of 
the material or not. Since the pin specimens were small thus microhardness test need to 
be chosen. Micro-Hardness Tester been used to determine the hardness and be 
measured by Hardness Vickers. Hardness test was according ASTM E92 Standard Test 
Method for Vickers Hardness ofMeta\lic Materials. 
3.6.1 Hardness Test Parameters 
The test parameters were according to the aluminum alloys material 
specifications for Hardness Vickers Test and ASTM E92 Standard Test Method for 
Vickers Hardness of Metallic Materials. Test parameters were as follows: 
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Table 3.3: Hardness Test Parameters 
Hardness Test Hardness Vickers Test (HV) 
Apparatus Micro-Hardness Testing Machine 
Load lOOkgf 
Dwell time 15 seconds 
Points 5 points of location 
3.6.2 Hardness Specimen Reading and Orientation 
X- axis X-axis 
Y-axis Y- axis 
Figure 3.13: Hardness Testing Orientation 
Hardness reading has been taken at different points of location on the surface of 
the pin specimens either cylindrical pin specimen or squared pin specimen. Five 
hardness readings were taken from each specimen based on X -axis and Y -axis 
orientation as shown in Figure 3.13. Based on that orientation, the hardness value at the 
leading (X3), center (X2) and trailing edge (Xl) can be obtained and comparison can be 
made. 
3.6.3 Specimen's Mounting Procedure 
Since the specimens are small, thus specimens need to have hot mounting 
procedure to hold the specimen during micro hardness testing. This mounting procedure 
been applied for all specimens. Hot mounting been done under the supervision of 
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material lab technician. Automatic Mounting Press Machine Buehler SIMPLIMET 
l 000 been used to perform this hot mounting. The parameters of the hot mounting were 
as follows: 
Table 3.4: Hot Mounting Parameters 
Mounting Type Hot Mounting 
Apparatus Automatic Mounting Press Buehler Machine 
SIMPLIMET I 000 
Mounting Material Tbennosetting Resin (Phenolic) 
Pressure 4000 Psi 
Heat Time 3 minutes 
Cool Time 2 minutes 
The procedure of hot mounting as follows: 
1. Automatic Mounting Press Machine SIMPLIMET 1000 been switched ON. 
2. Upper button been pressed at control panel to push the mold out of the heating 
closure. 
3 . The mold area needs to be cleaned up first by using release agent as shown in 
Figure 3.14. 
Figure 3.14: Mold Cleaning 
4. Lower button pressed at control panel to move the mold into the heating closure. 
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5. Pin specimen been placed into the mold and thermosetting resin, the mounting 
material been placed together inside the mold until it covers the entire pin 
specimen as shown in Figure 3.15. 
Figure 3.15: Specimen and resin placement into the mold 
6. Insulated bayonet closure been closing down to the mold and locked up. 
7. Parameters have been input into the control panel and START button been 
pressed. 
8. Notifications been given by the machine shows the mounting process had been 
done and the insulated bayonet closure been opened up. 
9. Upper button been pressed at control panel to push the mold out of the heating 
closure and the mounting's specimen been obtained. 
1 0. Step 3 to 9 been repeated and applied for all specimens. 
Figure 3.16: Mounting's Specimens 
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3.6.4. Hardness Test Procedure 
t . The Microbardness machine been switched ON. 
2. The specimen is mounted on the Microhardness Tester table. 
3. The load of test and dwell time are set according to test parameters. 
4. The Microhardness Tester table stage been risen up to the lens. 
5. Through microscope eye piece, the table is turned down until get focus to 
microstructure surface and point ofhardness measuring been located. 
6. After that, start button been selected and the indenter will indent the specimen to 
the specimen at the set location. 
7. Table is turned down once again to get focus until the diamond shaped to be 
visible. 
8. Both diamond diameter in X-axis andY-axis been taken and hardness reading 
will be automatically viewed on control panel. 
9. Data is been recorded and data been reset and clear agam for another 
measurement. 
10. Step 2-9 been repeated for all five points location as shown in Figure 3.13 for 
each specimen. 
11. Microhardness Tester table has been cleaned up and switched OFF. 
Figure 3.17: Vickers Hardness Testing 
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3.7 SIMULATION USING SELECTED FORMULA 
N=mg 
Fapp - rna 
Figure 3.18: Pin on flat scheme 
3.7.1 Pressure distribution 
By using the iHustration of free body diagram as shown in Figure 3.18, the 
pressure distribution been calculated through contact area mark created when top of an 
elastic pin of radius, rand equivalent modulus of elasticity pressed with normal load, N 
been applied. The pin will move along its linear movement with speed, v and due to the 
normal force, linear velocity and coefficient of friction IJ., reaction force will be 
occurred [12][13]. This can be shown with the formula: 
Fnet = F app - f'iW 
The contact patch between the pin specimen and flat specimen where the 
pressure distribution can be illustrated is defined as region A in xy- plane identification 
where: 
The normal stress is calculated in z- direction of the xy-p1ane, P z is given by: 
X 2 y 2 
Pz(x,y) =Po j{i- (;) - (;) ) 
P 0 Js the maximum pressure which been calculated using formula: 
Po = 3N /2rrr2 
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By using this formula the pressure distribution area at longitudinal distance, y-direction 
and latitudinal distance, x-direction along geometrical surface contact of pin specimen 
can be calculated. 
3.7.2 Wear depth prediction 
law: 




Where V ts volume wear (m3); s sliding distance (m); K is wear coefficient; FN is 
normal load (N); H is hardness (Pa).ln this research, hardness is included as part of 
wear coefficient. 
The wear depth been calculated from liz, which is at the center of the mesh 
element in pressure distribution where the pressure distribution at the maximum with 
coordinate (x,y) [12][13]. This illustrated by the formula: 
llz = k · Pz(x,y) · s(x,y)/H 
Where Pz is the pressure in z-direction, s is the sliding distance. By using this formula, 
the prediction of wear depth been determined and the values been compared with the 
experimental result. 
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3.8 GANTI CHART 
Table 3.5: Gantt Chart 
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Poster X 
Draft Report X 
Dissertation (soft bound) X 
Technical Paper X 
Oral Presentation X 






RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Results of the experiment were depending on the methodology which had been 
specified earlier. Each methodology carried different result in order to verify the 
objectives of the research. From the pin flat test using TABER® Linear Abraser 
(Abrader) - Model 5750 with Modified Specimen Table, mass loss, coefficient of 
friction, and wear coefficient and wear depth of the pin specimen can be obtained. 
Based on the prediction, the wear rate will be higher when applied load been increased 
and number of cycles was added up. Then, the following result will be on the 
microscopic structure of the pin specimen worn surfuce area which merely fucuses on 
the leading edge, center and trailing edge of surface contact. After that, hardness testing 
also had been performed to obtained result of hardness value due to wear. Lastly, the 
simulation of the surface contact between pin and flat specimen been performed. This 
applied to all specimens and results of pin specimens and squared specimens were being 
compared. 
Note that all full experimental results, mathematical calculations and table 
results been attached in Appendix's section. 
4.1 PIN ON FLAT TEST 
Test had been carried on according to the parameters in Table 3.2. The 
categorizations of pin specimens were according to number of cycles as shown in Table 
3.1. A comparison was made to study the effect of the increment of number of cycles 
and load to the wear's pattern of the surface contact between pin and flat specimen. 
Comparison of the wear mechanism between cylindrical pin specimen and squared 
specimen had been performed. 
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4.1.1 Worn Mass ofSpecimens 
The magnitudes of wear which is the worn mass are shown in Figure 4. I and 
Figure 4.2 corresponding to the number of load applied. Worn mass calculation which 
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Figure 4.1: Worn mass of cylindrical pin specimens 
Worn Mass (mg) vs Load (N) 
SpecimenE 
.... SpecimenF 
3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10. 7'91 13.2435 
l.oad(N) 
Figure 4.2: Worn mass of squared pin specimens 
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Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 shows the result of worn mass at the applied load for 
cylindrical and squared pin specimen at different number of cycles which specify in 
parameters which are I 0 cycles, 20 cycles, 40 cycles, and 60 cycles. As shown in the 
pattern of the graph, as the loads were increasing, worn mass of the specimens were 
also relatively increasing. This means that the highest potential of wear to be happened 
when there were loads keep applied and increased on the material which was moving. 
By comparing Specimen A at highest cycles of 60 cycles and Specimen D at 
lowest cycles of 10 cycles, the gradient of the slope of both line show the wear rate at 
highest cycle was much higher compared to the lowest cycle. Therefore, this can be 
defined that although sliding velocity was constant at 15 cycles/min and sliding of 
distance was constant at 4 inch, the increment of the cycles or repetition of the sliding 
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Figure 4.3: Worn mass comparison between cylindrical pin specimens and 
squared pin specimens 
Comparison had been made between cylindrical and squared pin specimen to 
analyze the worn mass behavior between two different geometries a.~ shown in Figure 
4 .3. The comparison been made by taking two highest number of cycles used in this 
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experiment which are 40 cycles and 60 cycles as parameters with same increment of 
loads. 
Result shows that worn mass of squared specimens for both cycles were higher 
than cylindrical specimens and defined that the wear rate of squared specimens were 
higher than cylindrical specimens. The result is caused by larger contact area of the 
squared specimens than cylindrical specimens, which resulted more contact occurred 
between two surface of squared specimens. Sharp edge of the squared specimens also 
has been a factor for wear to easily occur than cylindrical specimens although pressure 
on smaller contact area of cylindrical specimens higher than squared specimens. 
4.1.2 Wear Coefficient 
The effects ofthe applied normal load on the coefficient ofwear for cylindrical 
and squared pin specimens are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively. The 
worn mass is converted into the worn volume using the density. Then the coefficient of 
wear is obtained as the value of the worn volume per unit sliding distance and unit 





Vis volume of wear, s = sliding distance, Fn = Normal Load, k = wear coefficient. 
Hardness is included as part of the wear coefficient. Therefore, sample calculation for 
Specimen A at 600g load was as follows: 
Worn mass (m) = lmg, density (p) of Aluminum Alloy as per specifications is 
2700kg/m3, thus 
V = m/ p 
V = (I x lfr6 kg I 2700kg/m1) = 3.704£-10 m3 
3. 704E-JO m3! 0.1016m= k (5.886 N) 
k = 6.193£-10 m2/N 
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Figure 4.4: Wear coefficient of cylindrical pin specimens 











3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.2435 
load(NJ 
Figure 4.5: Wear coefficient of squared pin specimens 
Based on Figure 4.4 and 4.5, the coefficient of wear of specimen D and 
specimen E are extremely large where the pin specimen were having 60 number of 
cycles. The contact between the specimens varies with the magnitude ofthe normal load 
and number of cycles. This contact is thought to have a strong influence on the wear. 
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Both figures shows that since the worn volume increase in proportion to the increase in 
the normal load and number of cycles, the coefficient of wear increases with the 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of wear coefficient between cylindrical pin specimens and 
squared pin specimens 
In view of different geometries ofthe pin specimens, since worn volume of both 
squared specimens were greater than cylindrical specimen at respective number of 
cycles, wear coefficient of squared specimens are greater than cylindrical specimens as 
the load increases. This result shows that wear will be easily occurred when specimen 
geometry is squared shape at higher number of cycles. 
4.1.3 Wear Depth of Specimens 
Although worn volume of specimens have already specified earlier, wear depth 
of the specimens mostly need to be taken in considerations. This applicable to the 
industrial applications where wear depth was the main concern. Through Archard's 





Sample calculation using Specimen A with 600g load: 
h 1(0.1016m)= (6.193E-JO m1/N) x (5.886N hr(0.006 m 12/) 
h = 1.30992E-05 m 
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Figure 4. 7: Wear depth of cylindrical pin specimens 
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Figure 4.8: Wear depth of squared pin specimens 
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Based on Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, wear depth of the specimens are increasing 
as the pressure applied to the pin increase. Graph pattern of wear depth is same with 
worn mass graph pattern which shows the evidence that worn mass is linearly 
proportional to the wear depth of the pin. This result can be interpreted that when 
contact pressure is higher between two surfaces of pin and flat specimen resulted to 
larger surface contact area has been forced down to make contact. Therefore, with the 
increasing of number of cycles, more mass being worn away from the pin specimen. 
However, by comparing Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, it shows that wear depth of 
squared pin specimens were smaller than cylindrical pin specimens. This is because the 
differential of contact area where the contact area of squared pin specimens were greater 
than cylindrical pin specimens whom resuhed to pressure applied to cylindrical pin 
specimens was greater than squared pin specimens. This can be concluded that, the 
wear depth of squared pin specimens was lower but the worn volume was greater and 
the wear depth of cylindrical pin specimens was higher but the worn volume was lower. 
4.2 MACROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
The pattern of wear been analyzed through the pattern of microstructure of the 
pin specimen's worn surface. As been specified in methodology, the microstructure at 
three point of locations been captured which at the leading edge, center and trailing 
edge and comparison can be made. Since there are six pin specimens involved, only 
cylindrical pin specimen and squared pin specimen which having 60 numbers of cycles 
(Specimen D and Specimen F) were selected where the wear rate of both of them based 
on previous result were the highest and will be analyzed for their microstructure of the 
worn surface. The rest of specimen's microstructure result will be attached in the 
Appendix's section. 
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4.2. 1 Cylindrical Pin Specimen 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9: Worn Surface Area of Cylindrical Pin Specimen (Specimen D) using 500x 
magnifications at (a) Trailing Edge (b) Center and (c) Leading Edge 
Figure 4.9 shows the pattern of wear at three different locations on the 
cylindrical pin specimen's worn surface. At the leading edge, worn area was larger and 
clearly visible as shown by red circle. However, at the center and trailing edge, the worn 
area became smaller. The larger worn scar indicates that the worn volume at that area 
was greater which suggested that the contact pressure at that location was higher 
compared to center and trailing edge. This result also suggested that the wear depth at 
the leading edge was higher compared to other two locations. 
Therefore, it can be proven that the worn surface was not totally even along the 
pin 's surface and can be defined that as the pin specimen was moving along the surface 
contact area of the flat specimen, the pressure distribution was higher at the leading 
edge, decrease at the center, and the least at the trailing edge. 
4.2.2 Squared Pin Specimen 
(a) (b) {c) 
Figure 4.10: Worn Surface Area of Squared Pin Specimen (Specimen F) using 500x 
magnifications at (a) Trailing Edge (b) Center and (c) Leading Edge 
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Compared to cylindrical pin specimen's microstructure, squared pin specimen ' s 
microstructure as shown in Figure 4.10 was having much clearer visibility ofwom scar. 
However, the behavior of the wear mechanism was similar where worn area at leading 
edge was the largest compare with two other regions. It can be seen that the direction of 
the wear was linear and pointed into one direction. This had been supporting evidence 
that worn surface pattern satisfied to the modified linear wear tester which having one 
stroke of surface contact 
Worn scar of leading edge was larger compare to the center and trailing edge 
and also the leading edge of cylindrical pin specimen. This indicates that more worn 
volume occurred at the leading edge which should be resulted from higher contact stress 
at that area compared to other regions. In term of geometries, squared pin specimen was 
having tendency to wear quickly than cylindrical pin specimen based on the size of 
wear scar of these three regions. 
4.3 HARDNESS TEST 
Due to incapability of the TABER® Linear Abraser (Abrader) - Model 5750 to 
give the values of the coefficient of friction in order to simulate the tangential pressure 
distribution during the movement of the linear surface contact, the hardness 
measurements at leading edge, center and trailing edge have been taken as an alternative 
to illustrate the wear mechanism at those three locations. 
According to the philosophy and basic understanding of wear properties, the 
surface area which encounter high wear rate will be having less hardness value while 
other part which having low wear rate will be having high hardness value. Therefore, 
based on this philosophy, the hardness values been measured at leading edge, center and 
trailing edge to investigate the wear behavior at those three locations and the relation 
with the mechanisms of the wear test. The hardness results were as shown as in Figure 
4.11 and Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.11: Hardness values at trailing, center and leading edge 
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Figure 4.12: Average hardness values of all specimens 
Figure 4.11 shows that the hardness values of all specimens decreased from 
trailing, center and leading edge of the specimens. These results show that the wear rate 
at the leading edge was greater, and then become much lesser at the center and the least 
at the trailing edge of the specimens. In relation with the pressure distribution, as pin 
specimens moved along the flat specimen, the frontal area of the pin were having 
greater worn surface compare at the back area of the pin specimens. These evidences 
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satisfied with the philosophy that high wear rate will reduce the hardness value of the 
location of worn area. 
On the other side, Figure 4.12 shows the average hardness values which have 
been obtained by calculation of the mean hardness values of leading edge, center and 
trailing edge. The pattern of result shows that as the number of cycles of surface contact 
between specimens increased, the hardness values of the surface material decreased. As 
known that the hardness values of the material is inversely proportional to the wear rate, 
this can be interpreted that the wear rate of specimen increased as the number of cycles 
increased. This theory contented with the result of the pin on flat test as mentioned 
earlier. 
By comparison of geometrical factor of the pin specimen taken at two most 
highest number of cycles, 40 cycles and 60 cycles, squared pin specimens were having 
less hardness values than cylindrical specimens. The contact area of squared pin 
specimens was higher compared to cylindrical pin specimens. This shows that the larger 
worn area of squared pin specimen's surface where the resulted wear rate was high 
contributed to the more decrement of the hardness values compared to cylindrical pin 
specimens. 
4.4 SIMULATION OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
In this analysis, the pressure distribution illustrated using selected formula as 
specified in methodology section and been focused at the highest applied load of 
l3.2435N (l350g) for both specimens where the pressure is the highest. Since the 
previous results on pin on flat test shows that the wear rate was the highest and the worn 
surface area was obvious only when higher load been applied, therefore, the pressure 
distribution will illustrate the characterizations of the pressure applied around the 
surface of contact area of those pin specimens. The solution of the simulation only 
focused at normal load analysis since the incapability of the wear tester to obtain the 
coefficient of friction for simulation of tangential load analysis. 
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4.4.1 Normal Load Analysis 
The assumption has been made that the nonnal load influence along the contact 
area only. There is not normal load influenced outside the contact area. It has been 
understandable that the maximum pressure applied could be at the center of the contact 
patch of the pin specimens and been distributed to the minimum pressure at the 
circumference of pin specimens. The contact pressure distribution is shown in Figure 
4.13 and Figure 4.14. 
1.0 10 lOZ 
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Figure 4.14: Normal pressure distribution of squared pin specimen at 13.2435N 
(1350g) applied load 
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Both Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show that the pressure distribution curve is 
parabolic. The maximum pressures are 0.703 MPa and 0.5520 MPa for cylindrical pin 
specimen and squared pin specimen respectively at maximum 13.2435N (1350g) 
applied load. The comparison between both simulation shows that the maximum 
pressure and its distribution for squared pin specimen lesser than cylindrical pin 
specimen because the larger contact patch area of its geometrical factor. However, in 
term of wear rate obtained shows that the wear rate was higher for squared specimen 
due to more contact surface along its longitudinal and latitudinal distance. 
The comparison between the maximum pressure distribution of loads applied for 
cylindrical and squared pin specimens at 3.43N (350g), 5.89N (600g), 8.34N (850g), 
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Figure 4.16: Maximum pressure distribution of aU applied load for squared specimen 
4.4.2 Prediction of tangential load analysis 
The tangential contact problem is usually connected with friction and a solution 
is needed or surface shear stress distributions and related area of adhesion and slip in 
the contact patch. The slip stick area distributions in contact patch can be obtained if the 
value of coefficient of friction can be determined. However, due to incapability of 
machine wear tester to provide the value of coefficient of friction, the slip stick area 
distributions only can be predicted using the hardness value and macroscopic 
examination's results. 
From this experiment, it is understandable that in this research, the adhesion area 
is located at the leading edge of contact area as proven in the measurement of lowest 
hardness value and obvious worn scar by macroscopic exarrunation at this area and 
decreases at the trailing edge. Therefore, it can be concluded that the slip zone could be 
at the leading edge of the specimen where the surface shear stress is high and stick zone 
could be at the trailing edge where the surface shear stress is minimal. 
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4.4.3 Comparison on experimental and prediction of depth of wear 
The comparison been focused on Specimen D of cylindrical pin specimen and 
Specimen F of squared pin specimen since these two specimens encountered surface 
contact at the highest number of cycles. The results have been shown in Figure 4.17 and 
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of cylindrical specimen's depth of wear between 
experimental and prediction 
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of squared specimen's depth of wear between experimental 
and prediction 
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Based on these two results, the prediction was used to fit the results of the 
experiment. The value of wear of coefficient was obtained from the experiment It can 
be seen from the both of Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 that predictions have a good 
agreement with the experimental results. There were errors that occurred during the 
experiment which could not lead and satisfied with the prediction that have been 
calculated. For example the surface roughness of flat specimens may be varied from 




CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of the investigation which to analyze wear mechanisms, 
behaviors, and characteristics of the laboratory wear testing result, to predict the wear 
rate of pin on flat contacts and the effect ofleading and trailing edge and to simulate the 
pressure distribution at contact area was successfully achieved. The pin on flat wear test 
in linearly reciprocating motion has been investigated using pressure distribution study 
the wear rate have been obtained been successfully compared to the prediction result. 
The results showed pressure distribution can be used to determine the depth of 
wear experimentally in pin on flat wear test and can be used also for the prediction at 
highest number of applied load. The pressure distribution indicated a parabolic curve 
with maximum pressure of 0.7030 MPa, 0.5720 MPa, 0.4420 Mpa, 0.3120 MPa and 
1820 MPa for 13.24N (1350g), 10.79N (llOOg), 8.34N (850g), 5.89N (600g) and 3.43N 
(350g) applied load respectively of cylindrical pin specimens and 0.5520 MPa, 0.4500 
MPa, 0.3475 MPa, 0.2454 MPa and 0.1429 MPa for 13.24N (1350g), 10.79N (liOOg), 
8.34N (850g), 5.89N (600g) and 3.43N (350g) applied load respectively of squared pin 
specimens. The depth of wear can be predicted from these pressure distributions and the 
experimental results have a good agreement with the predictions. 
Although the incapability of the wear tester machine to produce the value of 
coefficient of friction in order to perform tangential load analysis, the effect of leading 
edge and trailing edge of pin specimens have been successfully determined using the 
hardness values and macroscopic examination of the worn surface. The results indicate 
the evidences for all specimens that the hardness values were the lowest at the leading 
edge area and the highest at the trailing edge area while supported by the results of 
macroscopic examinations where the worn scar was most obvious at the leading edge 
and less obvious at the trailing edge. These evidences concluded that the wear rate was 
the highest at the leading and the lowest at the trailing edge of pin specimens. 
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The recommendations to improve these researches by obtaining the value of 
coefficient of friction of surface contact. This can be done by using pin on disc wear 
tester to obtain the values by using same materials of aluminum tested in this research. 
Therefore, the tangential load analysis can be done to analyze the slip-stick area 
distribution and surface shear stress. The research work could be expanded by using the 
specimens consist of two different materials where the properties of both materials 
should be varied thus the wear behavior and mechanisms should be different. 
In addition to that, further research can be implemented where the experiment 
can be planned to be carried out with the lubrication effect. The behavior of the result of 
wear mechanisms could be different as this research was dry sliding type where there 
were non-lubrication effects. Same goes to other varied parameters, such operating the 
experiment in high temperature with low humidity or the experiment been carried out 
with the effect of acidic additives to the test, as relation to the industrial application, 
where high acidity of environment always been a concern. 
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APPENDIXV 
Specimen A 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.10H 
load {g) 350 600 850 1100 1351 
Load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.243~ 
V (m"3) O.OOOf+OO 3.704f-10 1.481E-09 2.222f-09 2.593E-a. 
Worn Mass (mg) 0 1 4 6 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"2/N) 0 6.193E-10 1.749E-09 2.027E-09 1.9268E-O! 
Contact area(m"2) 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-O! 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 121435.2216 208174.6656 294914.1096 381653.5535 468392 .997~ 
Wear depth (m) 0 1.30992£-05 5.23967£-05 7.8595E-05 9. 16942E-O~ 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
753 753 0 
752 753 1 
748 752 4 
742 748 6 
735 742 7 
Specimen B 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1011 
Load {g) 350 600 850 1100 135( 
Load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.243! 
V (m"3) 3.704E-10 1.111E~ 2.593E-09 3.704E-09 4.444E-~ 
Worn Mass (mg) 1 3 7 10 1: 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"2/N) 1.06171E-09 1.858E-09 3.060E-09 3.378E-09 3.3031E-O! 
Contact area(m"2) 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-O! 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 121435.2216 208174.6656 294914.1096 381653.5535 468392 .997! 
Wear depth (m) 1.30992E-05 3.92975£-05 9.16942E-05 0.000130992 0.0001571! 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
752 753 1 
749 752 3 
742 749 7 
732 742 10 
no 732 12 
52 
Specimen C 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1011 
Load (g) 350 600 850 1100 1351 
load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.243! 
V (m11.3) 1.111E-Q9 2 .222E-Q9 4 .074E-09 5.926E-Q9 8.148E-(r. 
Worn Mass (mg) 3 6 11 16 2: 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"1/N} 3.18513E-09 3.716E-09 4.809E-09 5.405E-09 6.0557E-O~ 
Contact area(m"2) 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-O~ 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 121435.2216 208174.6656 294914.1096 381653.5535 468392 .997~ 
Wear depth (m) 3.92975E-05 7.859SE-05 0.000144091 0.000209587 0.00028818: 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
750 753 3 
744 750 6 
733 744 11 
717 733 16 
695 717 22 
Specimen D 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.101 
Load (g) 350 600 850 1100 1351 
load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.243: 
V (m"3) 1 .852E-09 3.333E-Q9 5.185E-Q9 7.178E-09 1.037E-O 
Worn Mass (mg) 5 9 14 21 2 
Wear coefficient (k)(m112/N) 5.30854E-09 5.574E-09 6.120E-09 7.094E-09 7.7072E-O 
Contact area(m"2) 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-OS 2.82743E-05 2.82743E-O 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 121435.2216 208174.6656 294914.1096 381653.5535 468392.997 
Wear depth (m) 6.54959E-05 0.000117893 0.000183388 0.000275083 0.00036677 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
748 753 5 
739 748 9 
725 739 14 
704 725 21 
676 704 28 
53 
Specimen E 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.101' 
load (g) 350 600 850 1100 1351 
load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.243! 
V (m113) 1.481£-09 2.593£-09 4.815£-09 6.667£-09 9.259£-0 
Worn Mass (mg) 4 7 13 18 2 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"2/N) 4.24684£-09 4.335E-09 5.683E-09 6.081£-09 6.8814E-O 
Contact area{m112) 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.003 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 953.75 1635 2316.25 2997.5 3678.7 
Wear depth (m) 4.11523E-07 7 .20165E-07 1.33745E-06 1.85185E-06 2.57202E-O 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
879 883 4 
872 879 7 
859 872 13 
841 859 18 
816 841 25 
Specimen F 
Distance (m) 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.1016 0.10l 
load (g) 350 600 850 1100 13~ 
load (N) 3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.24~ 
V (m"3) 2.593£-09 4.074£-09 6.296£-09 8.889£-09 1.111£-( 
Worn Mass (mg) 7 11 17 24 
Wear coefficient (k)(m112/N) 7.43196E-09 6.813E-09 7.432E-09 8.108E-09 8.2577E-C 
Contact area 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.00~ 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 953.75 1635 2316.25 2997.5 3678.~ 
Wear depth (m) 7.20165£-07 1.13169£-06 1. 74897£-06 2.46914£-06 3.08642£-( 
Final mass (mg) Initial mass (mg) Worn mass (mg) 
876 883 7 
865 876 11 
848 865 17 
824 848 24 
794 824 30 
54 
(a) Trailing Edge 
(b)Center 
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Cyl1ndncal Speamen Squored Speomen 
~lood 13.24N (l3SOIJ 10.79N(UOOJ) 8.34N(~ 5.89N(600&) 3.43N(350&) 13.24N (l3SOIJ 10.79N(ll001) 1134N(~ 5.89N(600&) 3.43N(350&) 
·3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
·2.8 0.2524 0.2054 0.1587 0.1UO 0.0653 0.1982 0.1616 O.U48 0.0881 0.0513 
·2.6 0.3507 0.2854 Q.2.205 0.1557 0.0908 0.2754 0.2245 0.1734 0.1224 0.0713 
·2.4 0.4218 0.3432 0.2652 o.18n 0.1092 0.33U 0.2700 0.2085 o.14n 0.0857 
·2.2 0.4779 0.3889 0.3005 0.2121 0.1237 0.3753 0.3059 0.2363 0.1668 o09n 
· 2 0.5240 0.4263 0.3294 0.2316 01357 04114 0.3354 0.2590 0.1829 01065 
·1.8 0.5624 0.4576 0.3536 0.2496 0.1456 0.4416 03600 0.2780 0.1963 0.1143 
·16 0.5947 0.4839 0.3739 0.2639 0.1540 0.4669 0.3807 0.2940 0.2076 0.1209 
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.04 0.6967 0.5669 0.4381 0.3092 0.1804 0.5471 0.4460 0.3444 0.2432 0.1416 
.0.2 0.7014 0.5707 0.4410 Q.3J13 0.1816 0.5508 0.4490 0.3467 0.2449 0.1426 
0 0.7030 05720 0.4420 0.3120 0.1820 0.5520 04500 0.347S 0.2454 0.1429 
0.2 0.7014 0.5707 0.4410 0.3113 0.1816 0.5508 0.4490 Q.3467 0.2449 0.1426 
0.4 0.6967 0.5669 0.4381 o.3092 0.1804 0.5471 0.4460 0.3444 02432 0.1416 
0.6 06888 0.5604 0.4331 0.3057 0.1783 0.54011 0.4409 0.3405 0.2404 0.1400 
0.8 0.6775 0.5513 0.4260 0.3007 0.1754 0.5320 0.4337 0.3349 0.2365 o.13n 
0.6628 0.5393 0.4167 0.2942 0.1716 0.5204 0.4243 0.3276 0.2314 0.1347 
L2 0.6443 0.5242 0.4051 0.2860 0.1668 0.5059 0.4124 0.3185 0.2249 0.1310 
L4 0.6218 0.5059 0.3909 0.2759 0.1610 0.4882 0.3980 0.3073 0.2170 0.1264 
1.6 0.5947 0.4839 0.3739 0.2639 0.1540 04669 0.3807 0.2940 0.2076 0.1209 
L8 o.5624 0.4576 Q.3536 0.2496 0.1456 04416 0.3600 0.2780 0.1963 01143 
2 0.5240 0.4263 0.3294 0.2316 01357 0.4114 0.3354 0.2590 0.1829 0.1065 
2.2 0.4779 0.3889 0.3005 0.2121 0.1237 0.3753 0.3059 0.2363 0.1668 o.09n 
2.4 0.42.18 0.3432 0.2652 o.tan 0.1092 0.3312 0.2100 0.2085 0.14n 0.0857 
2.6 0.3507 0.2854 0.2205 O.lli7 0.0908 0.2754 0.2245 0.1734 0.1224 0.0713 
2.8 0.2524 0.2054 0.1587 0.1120 0.0653 0.1982 0.1616 0.1248 0.0881 0.0513 






Wear coefficient (k)(mA2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"'2/N) 




Wear coefficient (k)(m ... 2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient (k)(mA2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
APPENDIX X 
0.1016 
3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.2435 
5.31E-09 5.57E-09 6.12E-09 7.09E-09 7.71E-09 
9.82E-05 0.000177 0.000275 0.000413 0.00055 
1.82E+OS 3.12E+05 4.42E+OS 5.72E+05 7.03E+05 
6.36E-09 6.36E-09 6.36E-09 6.36E-09 6.36E-09 
1.18E-04 2.02E-04 2.86E-04 3.70E-04 4.54E-04 
3.4335 5.886 8.3385 10.791 13.2435 
7.43E-09 6.81E-09 7.43E-09 8.11E-09 8.26E-09 
0.000108 0.00017 0.000262 0.00037 0.000463 
1.43E+05 2.45E+05 3.48E+05 4.50E+OS 5.52E+OS 
7.61E-09 7.61E-09 7.61E-09 7.61E-09 7.61E-09 
1.10E-04 1.90E-04 2.69E-04 3.48E-04 4.27E-04 
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Specimen A 
Specimen A (exp) 
Load (N) 
Wear coefficient (k)(m .... 2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient (k){mA2/N) 


















3.4335 5.886 8.3385 
0 6.19E-10 1.75E-09 




1.82E+05 3.12E+05 4.42E+05 5.72E+OS 7.03E+05 
1.26E-09 1.26E-09 1.26E-09 1.26E-09 1.26E-09 






Specimen B (exp) 
Load (N) 
Wear coefficient (k}(m"2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient {k){m"2/N) 








































Specimen C (exp) 
Load (N) 
Wear coefficient {k)(m"2/N) 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient (k)(mi\2/N) 




!: 3.SOE-o4 + 
.1: 3.00E-o4 + 
.. 
A. 2.50E-()4 & 
... 
3.4335 5.886 8.3385 
3.19E-09 3.72E-09 4.81E-09 
5.89E-OS 0.000118 0.000216 
1.82E+05 3.12E+05 4.42E+05 
4.63E-09 4.63E-09 4.63E-09 
8.57E-05 1.47E-04 2.08E-04 
~ 2.00E-D4 + • / • ~ 1.50E-o4 + 1.00E-04 S.OOE-05 + 
O.lXlE+OO .. 













Specimen E (exp) 
Load (N} 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"2/N} 
Wear depth (m) 
Prediction 
Contact Pressure (Pa) 
Wear coefficient (k)(m"2/N) 






2.50£-04 .. 0.. 
• 
"U 2.00E-o4 ... 
• 
3.4335 5.886 8.3385 
4.25E-09 4.34E-09 5.68E-09 




143062.5 245250 347437.5 449625 551812.5 
5.45E-09 5.45E-09 5.45E-Q9 5.45E-09 5.45E-09 
7.92E-05 1.36E-04 1.92E-04 2.49E-04 3.05E-04 
• L50E-{)4 ~ 
UlOE-04 ~ 
I 









ct ae.gnatfon: E 92 - 82 (ReapptOvecf t997)n 
Standard Test Method for 
NoiERlCAH ~FOil TaTHGAHO MA~ 
100 BlrT- Dr.-~. PA1IM28 
___ .. __ dASN Sloodonii . ~ASnl 
Vickers Hardness of Metallic Materials 1 
1lus tWidard ,. -.as UDder tiE !baS cltlopaliaa E 9~ lloc 1WIDbcr m-.lialcly u...n. die ...,._,. ~ die ,._ ~ 
........ ...,.__or, ialk.-:o£~ lk -~~~~~ .m.ioa. A -~~a-ia,......_ ...._.,_~-""""""'""A 
-~ ...... 1•).,._•....,._.-..,.-.,.dle ... _...or._.,... 
1'1lb slllltiWfl .... bra ,.,.,. /tiT 11Jr by ....,.cia qf IM Dqtln- qf D(few. OMnl/lllw DoD ltiiiD qf ~U.S 11n1i 
Sltwltlnb /tiT llw ~ ,_ qf &sw """' ,., bra ,.,.,. bt* ~ttl oq,., 
.. ~ 27 -llklal......,. ill Oc:tobcr 1997. 
I. Sco,e 
1.1 This test method coven the determination of the Vick-
ers batdness of metallic materials, usiq applied loeds of 1 
kgf to 120 kgf",l the verification of V'dm hardness testiq 
machines (Part B), and the calibration of standardized bard-
ness test blocks (Part C). Two IIICDef8} clasas of standard tats 
arc nmgnimd· 
1.1.1 Vm./iCOiiOfl, I.Aborarory, or &/~« Tests, w~ a 
high dqree of aa:uracy is required. 
1.1.2 Roulifll! Tests, w~ a somewhat lower dqree of 
accwacy is permissible. 
1.2 This standllrd dot!S not purport to oddres.r all of tM 
safety concerns, if any. QSSQCiaur/ with its UM. It is the 
responJibility of the us~ of this standmd to esiJlbli.sh appro-
priare sqfny and heallh practi.us and detennifll! the applica-
bility of regulatory li.mitatioru prior to use. 
2. Rd'eracell Doc n 
2.1 ASTM SlllN/mdr: 
E -4 Practioc:s fol" Foi'Oe Verilication ofTestina Mac:hincsl 
E 140 Hardness Convenion Tables for Metals (Rela-
tionship Between Brindl Hardness, V'lCkers Hardness, 
Rockwell Hardness, Rockwdl Superficial Hardness, 
Knoop Hanlnaa, aod. ~ H.arduas)l 
E 384 Test Method for MicrohaniDc:ss ofMatcrW.sl 
3. TenU.oiOIJ 
3.1 V'u:km luutltrDs number. HV-a number related to 
the applied load and the surface area of the permanent 
impression made by a squar&-bued pyramidal diamond 
indenter having included~ angles of 136" (see Fig. I and 
Table 1), computed from the equation: 
HV • 2P sin (a/2)/ffl• I.BS44P/d1 
where: 
p - load, kgf', 
d • mean diaaooal of impression, mm, aod 
a • face angle of diamond • 136". 
3.2 Vickes luurJness test-an indentation hardness test 
• ,. - IMIIIod il .... -~ ~ ASnl c:-.llla E-ll .. 
~ TaliJI ud il lbe diniCt 111~ El&.06 .. 
lDdalllli.-~T-... 
Oamat oclilia. _..... hty JO, lllll. ~ ~ 1911. ~ 
publllbod a Et2-S2T. t......,..,.. edilioa £92-72(1977).. 
• A procedure -a. V'acn - 1llilaiPJIIiod -. ot 1 11.,. 1000 r1 11 
tal) may be ro...d iA Tclll Mdbod E 314, Tal Mdllod for MicroMniMa o1 M--.,-'-' ill lbe A--' /loot~ ASTitl ~ Vol 03..01. 
, ANwe/lloot 1/' AS1V ~ Vol 03.01. 
usina cahlnted macfriDCS to force a sq~ pynmidal 
diamoud iDdeuter baving specified face 8lllles, uDdec a .PR'>' 
cleUrmiDrd load. iDio the surlilce of the material UDder tat 
aod to measure the dia&onals of the rcsultin& impression 
after removal of the Jo.d. 
3.2.1 V'd.ers lwdoea tests arc made: at tat loads of I Qf 
to 120 qr. 
3.2.2 For pncti(:aJ purpoees the Ydcrs bardDc:ss number 
is constaut wbc:n a square-baed diamond pyramid with a 
face a.oaJe oll36" is Uled with applied ao.ds of S qr aod 
h.i&ber. At JoooAu' tat loeds the V'dm bardDess may be 
Joed.depeodeat. ln Table 2 arc JiyeD the V'x:kers barcbJc:ll 
numbers for a tat to.d of I kg( For obCaini.q hardness 
numbers wben other tat loads arc u.d, tbe Viclc.ers bardoess 
number obCaioed &om Table 2 is multiplied by the test fold 
ill lciloaramHorcc {fable 3). 
Nan I-De V'ICbn ._._. 1111111bc:r i1 '*-d by die symbol 
HV willl a ..& .-her clliDoliDt 1lle loed ad 1a:C1M adlx -.b1:r 
iDdil:atm& die dualioo ofbdiaa ... 1lle lllller di&n liom 10 to 15 I, 
wllidt illlle-- ...... tiiK. 
TAILE 1 .,_._.Drr'e • wA rr~hlall ... ..._1 
IUW ~ ~ 
,. 
d 
~· .. -d ........ ft. 
..,(1., 
, ...... leip&ieGw 




440 HV 30- Vii:Un hard.- ol440 ~under aloed ol30 qf 
applied ror 10 to 1 S a. 
440 HV 30/W - Vii:Un bard- of 440 IDCIISIIml uDder a IOIId of 30 
qf applied for 20 s. 
3.3 Ymjication-dJeclrlng or testing to assure amfonn-
ance witb tbc spec:ifialtioo. 
3.4 calibrati~ of the values of the signif-
icant paramcten by comparilon with values indicated by a 
reference instrument or by a set of reference standards. 
TAIIU 2 'llcbn .............. 
('OIImond. 1W F-lw,lta. l..oed ol1 kal) 
OlligarWol ""*-a~ N&..-lar Dllganll ........ tD II.OOOimn ,.,......., 
""" 
0.0000 0.0001 D.llOOrl o.ooos ~ OJIOCII G.OOOI O.ooD1 OJIDDI O.llOOI 
0.1105 74170 712110 1185110 118020 611910 11800 &8130 670110 !iei120 53270 
0.0011 51510 48IMO 41240 48720 46270 .,., 42570 41310 «1100 .1150 
0.007 371140 3117110 311710 34100 338110 32170 32100 31210 30410 21710 
0.1108 28170 28210 'ZIIiiiO 281120 26210 25170 25070 2'500 231150 23410 
0.111» 22180 223110 21110 21 440 20810 2051!10 20120 11710 11310 111120 
0.010 115«1 18110 171120 17- 17140 1111120 11500 111200 151110 15810 
0.011 153311 15CJ&O 14710 14520 14270 14020 11710 1$51!10 1U20 ,,.., 
0.012 12810 12170 12410 122110 12060 11170 ,,., 11500 11 S20 111«1 
0.013 10970 10110 101140 10410 103311 10170 10030 1810 1737 
·-
0.014 l.et 1327 IIIII lOIII 8143 1820 
·-
8511 8411 IS5S 
0.015 8242 1133 10211 7822 7811 7718 7820 752'3 74211 7SS5 
0.0111 7~ 71~ 70111 am 
·-
11111 117211 IIMI 8570 ... 
0.017 1411 1342 12118 IIIII 11125 110151 5• 6111 58153 5m 
G.011 5723 58110 5681 5537 5ffl 5418 5., 5303 52Q 5111 
G.011 11137 50113 5030 4178 4827 41177 41127 4771 4730 UIS 
OJI20 46311 4580 454!i 4500 use 4413 4370 432S 4- 4M 
Omt 4201 4105 4128 4017 4CMI 4012 am ... 31112 
·-
0.(12:2 36111 37'11 3183 37211 38!11 3113 31St 3588 S517 
·-
0.023 3505 3475 3446 3411 3387 33111 3329 3301 3'Z14 
·-
CJ.(J04 3211 3115 31811 31«1 3115 
·-
SOII4 SQ.W 3015 :1811 
0 .02& 2917 2143 21120 2187 2874 2052 2830 28011 2711 27114 
0.0211 2743 2722 2701 21111 28111 2141 2821 2801 2582 25113 
O.o'ZI 2544 2525 2601 24118 2470 2462 2434 2417 z• 2-0.0211 23115 2341 2332 2315 2299 221S 2287 2251 2231 220 
1)..021 2201 2110 2175 2110 2145 2131 2111 2102 20111 2074 
0.000 2oeo 2047 2003 2020 2007 1113 1910 1- 1& 1M2 
O.CDI 1830 1117 1105 1183 1111 1- 1157 1846 1134 1122 
o.o32 1811 1100 1711 1m 1 786 17111 1745 1734 1724 1713 
0.033 1703 1183 11112 tm 1 &112 1162 1 1143 1133 1t23 1114 
o.o34 1104 11i85 1585 1m 1511 1551 '5411 15«1 1531 1522 
0.006 1514 1505 1497 I 488 1410 1471 141S 145ei 1447 14311 
0.036 1431 1423 1415 1407 1 «10 13112 13114 1377 131111 13112 
0.037 1355 1347 1340 1333 1328 1311 11112 1305 I 2111 1211 
0.038 1214 1277 1 'ZI1 1284 1258 1251 1245 1231 1232 1225 
0.038 1211 1213 1207 1201 1195 1118 111S 11n 1171 1186 
O.G40 111111 1153 1147 1142 11311 1131 1125 111t 1114 1101 
0.1)41 lUIS 1ca 1082 1017 1012 ttm 1072 10111 1CII1 1051 
0.()42 1051 1 04e 1041 1031 1031 1027 11122 1017 1012 10111 
0.043 1003 
-
.. IIIII 1115 1110 175 871 1117 1112 
0.1)44 
-





0.046 Ill II 112 .. 804 100 
- - -
.. 8110 
0.04e 871 1173 
-
11115 1181 8111 154 850 147 1143 
0.047 838 1136 832 828 825 122 818 115 812 .. 
0.048 1105 1102 7118 7115 7112 718 715 7112 m 775 
0.048 m 7fJI 7111 183 710 7fi7 754 751 741 746 
O.CSI 7«1 73D 7311 733 730 7'Z1 1M 721 7'19 711 






1113 1111 8711 I7S 1173 170 
- - -
0.053 eeo 61511 055 1153 050 ... 1415 143 141 lSI 
0.054 
-
IS4 831 1121 ts'Z1 1124 122 820 817 115 
2 
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TABLE 2 Conlinued 
DillgarWol v_.. ..,..._ ..-tarDIIganii........,ID o.oDOI,.,. 
~- OJl007 ,., 0.0000 0.0001 O.ll002 0.0003 0.0004 (l.Q005 Q.Oill8 o.oooa o.oooe 
0.055 1113 1111 11011 11011 ti04 ea2 1100 5911 !illS 5113 







567 see 563 
0..05& 551 548 541 54& M4 5C! 5«) 538 
-
5:15 
O.All58 5S3 531 528 5Z1 521 Dt 1522 SID 51t 51U 
o.oeo 515.1 513.4 511.7 510.0 50U SIU !05..0 5013 501.1 500.0 
0.(1111 4911.4 4911.7 .. 1 48!.5 48UI ...., .... 7 417.1 415.5 414.0 
0..0112 ... 4aD..e 41U 477.1 411.2 474.7 47U 471.7 470.2 411.7 
0.0113 487.2 4&5.7 4&4.3 482.8 411U ... 451.4 4&7.0 45U 4&4.1 
0.()64 452.7 -451.3 449.8 44&5 447.1 4-45.7 444.4 443.0 441.11 440.3 
0.065 43U 437.6 4311.2 434.9 433.6 432.2 430.11 ~-6 428.3 427.0 
o.oee 8.7 424.4 423.1 421.a 420.8 41U 411.1 418..8 41U 414.3 
0.0117 41$.1 411.11 410JI GA 408.2 G.O 405..8 40U 403.4 402.2 
0.068 401.0 311U 311.7 3117.5 31Je..O 3115.2 31N.O 3112.11 3111.1 ., .. 
0.01111 319.15 3118.4 :rtn.2 
*·' 
•.o 313.8 312..8 381 .7 ., .. 371.15 
0.1770 371.4 m.• 37U :ms.2 :J74.2 373.1 m.o 371.0 31111.11 3IJIJI 
0.071 317.i 3118..8 ... 3114.1 3113.7 31112.7 .1.7 • • 7 8.7 8.7 
0.072 :11S7.7 356.7 355.7 364.7 353.11 352.11 351..8 350.9 348.9 346.9 
0.073 34II.D 347.0 346.1 3-45.1 344.2 343..3 342.3 341.4 340.5 ... 
0.074 3311.8 3!11.7 :r..e 336.9 335.0 334.1 333.2 332.3 331.4 81.5 
0.075 32!1.7 32U 3ZT.9 327.0 3211.2 325.3 3214.5 323.11 ~7 321.1 
o..m SH.O 3120.2 31t.4 31U 317.7 31U 3111.0 31&.2 314.4 313.1 
0.077 312.8 312.0 311.1 3111.3 3011.5 301.7 307.1 307.2 30U ... 
0.078 304.1 304.0 303.2 302.5 301.7 300.1 300.2 2111.4 2IIU 37.1 
0.079 37.1 2118.4 2115.11 2114.9 2114.1 au 2112.7 2111.9 2111.2 210.5 
0.0110 288.7 288.0 .., 217.e au a2 .... au 214.0 au 
0.0111 2112.11 211.9 2111.2 2110.e 271.8 27'U 278.5 m.e m .t 27S.5 
0.082 27U 275.1 274.4 27U 273.1 272.4 271.1 271.1 270.5 288.e 
0.083 288.2 2118.5 217.a 217.2 au 21111.0 2IIU 284.7 214.1 211SU 
0.0114 2112.8 262.2 2111.8 2110.9 2110.3 2!it.7 25111.1 2:58.5 1157.1 251.3 
O.DIIII 2511.7 2511.1 2511.5 25U 2114.3 253.7 au 212.15 261.11 au 
0.086 250.7 250.1 248.11 248-0 2>48..4 24U 247.3 248.1 241.1 ... 
0.0117 245.0 244.4 243.1 243.3 242.8 242.2 241.1 241.1 240.15 240.0 
0.0118 239.5 238.11 ~ 2$7.1 237-'J 2SI Zlll.2 238.7 238.2 234.1 
0.089 234.1 233.11 233..1 232.5 232.0 231.5 231.0 2311.5 ZIO.O 2211.4 
0.0110 22IIJ 228.4 1Z1.9 m .4 Z!IJI 2211.4 a.a 225.4 ZM.9 22U 
0.0111 m..e 22:3.4 222.9 222.5 222.0 221.5 221.0 220.5 220.0 219.1 
o.oa:z 219.1 218.6 2111.1 217.7 217.1 2111.7 2111.3 215.4 215.3 21U 
0.11113 214.4 21U 213.5 213-0 212.8 212.1 211.7 211.2 21D.II 210.3 
O.DIM 20!1.9 2011.4 2011.0 208.5 208.1 2117.1 'JIII/I. 208.11 2IILS 2C6.9 
0.0115 2015.5 205.0 204.tl 204.2 203..11 2m.3 202.9 2112.5 202.1 201.1 
11.01111 201.2 200..8 200.4 200.0 1 • .5 1R1 181.7 1911.3 m.a 117.5 
o.o97 197.1 1911.7 1911.3 195.9 195.5 1!15.1 1114.7 1114.3 183.9 181S.S 
0.01111 1!13.1 1112.7 11112.3 1.,.9 1.,.5 191.1 1110.7 180.4 110.0 1811.1 
0.01111 111.2 , ... 111.4 1 .. 1 117.7 fiT.'J 1a.ll 1 ... 111.2 1tu 
3 
.E92 
TABLE 3 Dec-..~ Finder tar U. ... T.tale 2 
All--cl ~ ........ cl '-"-........ tabft htltlle. 
Ollganll Lqll, VlcMr$..,.. ON). 
nm 14fll.-l 
O.OOii 74 2110 
o.ooe &1500 
0.1107 Sf 1110 































~. 5CHV ......... ....,_.... clillgllnlllqlh-
o..e441ML 
lnTII*2.-t 
IN • 447 • OJlM4.fml dlganlt llngll• 14fllaad. 
Ullng Til* 3 Cllllm*1a: 
IN • U7 • O.IM4-Mn dllpnll..., • 1~ lOad. 
liO X 4.47 • 224 IN tar liOq ... lOad. 
A. GENERAL DESC1UP110N AND TEST PROCF.DURE FOJl VICDltS HAJU>mss TESTS 
4. Appantus 
4.1 Testi,.g Machine-Equipment for Vickers hardness 
testing usually consists of a testing macbiue which supports 
the specimen and permits the indenter and the specimen to 
be brought into contact gradually and smoothly under a 
predetennincd load. which is ..,pied fOI' a fWd period of 
time. The design of the machine sboukl be such that no 
rocking or lateral movement of the indeoU:r or specimen is 
permitted while the load is bciug applied 01' muovcd.. A 
measoriq microlcopc is usually mounted on the macbinc in 
sucb a manner that the impmosion in the specimen may be 
n:adily located in the optical 6cld. 
4.2 Indent~ 
4.2.1 The indenter sball be • hi&biY po&bed. poio\cd, 
square-bated pyramidal diamood with r.ce aDI)es of t36• ± 
30 min. 
4.2.2 AU four faces of the indenter shall be equally 
inclined to the axis of the indenter (within ±30 min) and 
4 
meet at a sharp point. that is, the liDe of junction betweeo 
opposite faces sball DOt be more than 0.001 mm in leacth as 
shown in F'I,C. 2. 
4.2.3 The diamond should be c.uminM pcriodic:ally and 
if it is loose in tbc mounting material. cbippcd. or cncbd. it 
abould be diacardal or reconditioned. 
Non ~The CDDditiaD of the poiDt of the iDdalecr is of COI!Iida--
able ....... ....., wbrft the- '-I .... uct tbc iwptiiiicM ...... 
It il ,..,.,.._,.., dill* poiDt be pa:iodic:aly c:bedild by--.. 
a impralioa -st iD a polilbcd IB:llllock. Ulllb a Qllll'ifiqrinn or 
ax or-. .... a1fUiical jlbnjnPnr,.., c:llippi-. or IOIIDdilia ot 
die poiat call be delec:eDd ud lbe edi::Dl ollbe dcb:t -.ftd witll • 
filar miaumecer. It is rec:oaunmctcod dill a diamoad pynmjd iDdalecr 
lboulcl DOl be 1111111 for ... iD wbidl tbc IIIUimDm lalllll of IIICh • 
dcioct exeecds s" of the~ ottbc ~ .m.o-t 
4.3 Mauvri"8 M~ The ctivisioDs of the o»-
cromcta" scale of tbc meauring ~ or Olbc:r ._. 
suring devXe sball be 10 oonstrudcd that the leullh of die 
diaaooals of an imJft$Sion in a property ~fini.sbed 
.E92 
specimen (ace 5.1.2) can be mea5l11'ed to within ±0.0005 mm 
or ±O.S", whichever is laiJer. 
S. Test S,edmeal 
5.1 The Vickers hardness test is adaptable to a wide 
variety of 1ell apec:imens raucinl from lasF ban and rolled 
sections to minute pieces in mctaiJopapbjc mounts. lo 
geoeral tbe backs of the specimens sball be so finished or the 
specimens sbalJ be so clamped that tbcrc is no possibility of 
tbeir rockioa or sbi.ftiDa UDder the tat &o.d. The specimcos 
sball abo cooform to the rcquiremeota aiveo in the followiJ18 
5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3. 
5.1.1 ~-The thickncs of the test specimeo sball 
be suc:b that DO bulle or markiDa sbowiQa the efticct of the 
load appem on the side of the ipCCimeo opposite tbe 
impression. lo any event the tbicknrw of the specimen sball 
be at leut one and one balf times the Jeucth of the cf.ileooa1. 
When !amiNtrd material is teslcd, the tbickness of the 
individual compooeat bc:i.oc t.esl.ed sball be used for the 
thicknesHiqooallength relationship. 
5.1.2 Fini.sh-Tbe surface of the specimen should be so 
prepared that the ends of the dilgonals are clearly defined 
and can be re.d with prccisioo of ±0.0005 mm or ±0.5" of 
the Jeqtb of the cfiaaoDals, wbicbew.r is laiJer. Care should 
be taken in specimen preparation to avoid temperioa durill8 
grinding, or work·bardenin& the swfaoe during polisbioa. 
5.1.3 AliJ'UMIII-Tbc specimen should be 10 prepared or 
mounted that t.bc surface is normal to tbe uia of t.bc iDdcuter 
within ±1" of aoaJe. Thia c:an rQdily be accomplisbed by 
surface pindi.Qa (or otbc:rwisc m1ebiDinl) the opposite side 
of the specimen to paR)ldilm with the lide to be tested. 
5.1.4 Rlldiau t1 C&ITYCihln-UDtil fmtbc:r invatipli-ve 
work is ICXIOmplilbcd to dclermine the dl'rc:t of the radius of 
curvatu~ on readiDp, due caution sboold be med in inter-
pret.i~ or aa:epeioa the n:sults of tests made oo cylindrical 
surfilcea. 
Nora l-A tDdllod remm-"'d by t.lle lakraaboul Olpaiza. 
liotl a Sludlnliadioa a comc:tiJ11 vaa. ~ I'C8dillp lakca 
OD ~ 01' cyDdrit:alllllfias il pw:D iD Tlblel 4, s. llld 6. 
NoR 4-Tlae .... lhC oaneclioa &!:ton 10 be lpplieclto Vicla:n 
~Vlha oblaieed wbea 11:111 uc lll8dc 011 ipbcrical or cyliadriQI 
IIUfac.a. Tile amectiaa &don-tlbullled iD ....... ofllle nlio aldie 
IIIQD dilloDU d al tale illdl:olliotl10 tale ~ D alllle 11*rt 01' 
eylioder. Elwllllb of lbe 1111: al ..._ .... arc: 
5 
TABLE 4 CclrNclall fldtn ._ U. 1ft V1cMn ....._ T .... 
..................... 
eor-a.rr.. ear-an.. 
dP" OciNI:IIII ,._ tJPA Ollnwr:llarl ,._ 
Q.OIM G.ll5 Q.OIM 
G.OOI a.. OJIOI 
11.01S u. 11.012 
G..O'II a.. G..Otl 
G.CII2S o.m O.Q2IO 
o.aa Cl.I7'0 CI.024 
o.oss OJII5 O.alll 
CUI38 G.IIO OJXI1 
0.00 (1.156 O.m5 
o.oee Q.8I50 11.031 
QJit5fi Q.M5 0.041 
0.011 Q.t40 DJM6 
Q.OS7 Q.l35 0,041 
0.1173 Q.830 OJI51 
o.cm (1.1215 O.AIIM 
0.0111 Q.8r20 OJI57 
cum 0.115 O.tal 
0.100 O.JI10 cum 
0.107 Q.ID5 0.0111 
0.114 Q.JOD D.Dell 
0.122 G.ll5 Omt 
0.130 o.-o G.D74 
0.1» a.. OJIT7 
0.147 ~ o.07'I 
0.151 0.815 0..1112 
0.115 U70 Q.DM 
0.17& a.. CI..OI'7 
0.1111 a.. cu. 
0.115 o.a CLDt1 
a.. Q.lliD Q.DM 
"D•-.-CII~. 
d • -CIIIgi!Mc/1~ M ,......_ 
~I. c-txs,lwc 
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oomdioe - 0.913 
"-"'-alllllalft•I24X0.913 • IJOHV 10 
~ 2. e-M ()~Wtr. OliW Dll/ptll hniiiiiiD Ndl: 
Diamc:la' of eylillder, D • 5 -
1..-1 - lO ..,. 
.._ diiPIII ~ ............. d - 0.415-
d/D • 0.415/S • 0.013 
From Tllllll lllld 3. HV • 323 
r:- 'hiiiB 6, ClllftiCtiaa fllccor - 1 ms ~of cylilder •323 X J.o7S • 347 HV lO. 
6.V~ol~ 
6.1 1bc ~ CesUJ18 m.ciliDe 1ba1J be w:rified IS 
spccificd in Part B. 
6 .1.1 Two IIIXlCpCablc methods of~ Vda'l bard-
ness tabu& marbinrs ~ liven in Part B. 
7.~ 
7.1 MQg71iJII/JI Q[Tm Load-Tea bids of I qfto 120 
.EI2 
TAIIL£ 5 eon.c:1on FectDre tDr U.. lit YlcUrl "-""- T .... 
lllde an Cylndrlcal Sur'-
(DIIgonlllet 45• 10 lhl 8lda) 
eoo-SW~~ce 







































































d - - cllgDnlil al ............ ln-.-.. 
kg( may be IIICd, depeodiaa on the requirements of the test. 
Although tests on bomOJCDCOUS materials indicate that the 
Vlclcers hardnas uumbe:r is nearly independent of the tat 
load, this condition will not be present in caac:s where there is 
a bardness gradient £rom the specimen surface to the interior 
of the specimen. The map.itudc of the test load sbould 
therefore be stated in the tat JepOrt (Scc6oo 11 ). 
7.2 App/iallion of Test Lood-Appty tbc tat IOIId aDd 
rdcue smoothly without shock or vibration. The time of 
application of tbe full test load shaD be I 0 to 1 S s, unJcss 
otherwise specified. 
7.3 Spodng of lndenlaJions-Thc center of the imprc&-
sion sball not be closer to any edge of the test specimen or to 
another impression tbaD a dislanoe equal to two and one half 
times the lenalh of diapW of the impression. Wbeo 
laminated material is 1aled. a bond surface sbaD be colllid-
crcd u an edle for speci.ua of indeotaDoo calculations. 
8. Meuuemeat ollaprasio. 
8.1 Both diagonals of tile impression shall be mcasun:d 
and their mean value used as a basis for calculation of the 
Vickers hardness number. It is recommended that the 
6 
TA&.I! I eon.c:.lan ,.__..far U.. In Ylcbrl....._ T .... 
llldeOit~...._ 
('OM cllglniJ*IIII1D 8lda) 
ea-an.:. a.-s..t.. 
dfO" c:on.dlan F8l:lar d/0,. ~FKiar 
Q.008 OJI85 Q.04I 1.1135 
Q.Olll OMO OJI!i3 I.G40 
o.oa a.. O.D151t 1.046 
0..041 0.110 0.0113 UlliO 
Q.064 o.m; 11.0117 Ul515 
0.01111 omo O.ll71 1..., 
O.D86 Q.lllfi 0.0711 l.m6 
0.104 0.110 IUI7I 1.070 
0.131 o..- O.lliiS UJ75 
0.153 0..150 OJ1R 1..., 
0.1811 O.S«i 0.090 1..0116 
0243 OJHO 0.0113 UIIIO 
011117 1..11115 
CllnaNt an.:. 0.100 1.100 
0.103 1.1015 
df0 11 CorNdign FKIII' 0.1015 1.110 0.1011 1.115 
0.111 1.1211 
11.1101 1.1105 0.113 1.125 
0.018 1.Q20 0.118 1.130 
OJJ23 1.1115 0.118 1.135 
11.030 1.Q20 0.1211 1.140 
0.035 1.025 0.123 1.1415 
0.042 1..1130 0.125 1.1150 
"D•..,_al....,. 
d --cllgDnlil al ~In-.-.. 
measun:mcnt be m* with the impression centmxl as 
nearly u poaible in tbe fidd of the~ 
8.2 In the case of uUotropic materials, for c:umple 
malaials that have ba:D bcavily cold worked. there may be a 
difference betMeo the lcnaths of lhc two dilpJnaJs of tbe 
imprcsion. ID such cateS, the tat sprrimeo sbould be 
reoriented so that lhc diagonals of a new impression are 
approximately of equal lcn,gth. 
9. ACDIKJ 
9.1 The accuracy ol the VICitets hardness method is a 
function of the aa:wacies of the tat force, indenter. and 
measuring dcvioe. The condition of lhc tat and support 
surr.:es and support of tbe tat piece duriDa 'lpplil-.tlioo ol 
the test force also affect aa:wacy. Under optimiiDl condi-
tions of these factors the accuracy that can be expected is the 
equiYalcnt of 4 " of tbe VICkers hardness number of the 
IWidanJizcd reftreDCt hardnas tat blocka (ace 18.2). Under 
k:sa than ideal cooditioos tbe nxluction iD IICCIJ!acy. wbc:D 
required. can be~ anpirically by cmployiDg Dtis-
tical methods. 
10. C'oiiYCI'IIe. to Odla-......._Scala..-Ta.lle SCralpla v.-. 
10.1 'Tbae is no pcraJ method for convcrtia& aa:unddy 
Vackcra banlDcla niUilbal to other bardnes scalca Cll" 1mSilc 
stmwtb vahlcL Sucb convenions an:, at belt. ~
lions and tbcref~ sbouJd be avoided. except l'or spec:ial 
cues wher-e a rdiablc t.sis for the ..,..-oximate coovmions 
bas been obtained by comparison tests. 
Non! s-&aodant E 140 p\'1: IIJPR)Jii.alale ooavenioo Ylhx:s for 






11.1 The report shall include the following information: 
11.1.1 The VickeR bardoca number", 
11 .1.2 The tat load UJCd (ICC 3.2.2, Note l). aDd 
ll.l.3 TbeJoadin&time,ifotbcrthan tOto 15s(ICC3.2.2, 
Note 1). 
12. ~-Bias 
12.1 Due 10 the wide variety of materials 1CSICd by this 
method aDd the po111"ble Yariatioos in tat sprr;imens, the 
precisioo ol this metbod bas not bca ~ The 
acc:eptcd pncbl:e is to utilize the informalioo iD 9.1 wileD 
csaabtishi .. blrdDea tolenaa::s for iprJCific IIPI"ic'rions The 
pRICisioa or this llldbod, wbctber in~ • liJIIIe oper-
ator, muhiple opcniOrl, or multipk labontolies, can be 
cstahlilhod by ezuployi.IJI•riltical mecbods 
B. VEIUJo'ICAnON OF VICDRS HAilDNESS TES11NG MACHINES 
JJ. Scope 
13.1 Part B coven two procedures for the verification of 
Vickers bardDCII testing machines and a proc:ed.m that is 
recommeodecl for me to confirm that the machine Ml not 
become maladjusted in the intervals between the periodical 
routine cbecb. lbe two methods of verification uc: 
13.1 .1 Sepannc verification of load application, iodeotcr, 
and measuriDa mia'wcope. 
13.1.2 Vc:rtificatioo by staJICiardmd tat block method. 
13.2 The 6nt proc:ed.m (13.1.1) is mandatory for DeW 
and rebuilt machiaes. 
13.3 The second procedwe (13.1.2) sbaU be used for 
vaifyins nudlines in lerYioe. 
14.Gaeral~ 
14.1 Before a Vickrn lwdoess testina machine is 'm'ified 
the machine sball be enmincd to ensure tbal: 
14.1.1 The machine is property set up. 
14.1.2 The iodeoter holder is IDOWitcd oormally in the 
piiJ.DICr. 
14.1.3 The load can be applied and removed without 
shock or vibration in such a manner that the JUdi up an: not 
ioflueoced. 
14.2 If the measurin& device: is inUifl} with the macbine, 
the nudline aball be ..,,mined to cnsure that: 
14.2.1 The cbanF from loadio& to mcasurin& docs DOl 
influence the readiop. 
14.2.2 The method of illuminatiou docs not affect tbe 
readiQP. 
14.2.3 The center oftbe impression is in the center of the 
field of view. 
IS. Verlfbeioe 
15.1 Sqaralt Vert/ictUion of U1ad Applit:olion, 1~. 
and MetJSVTing Microscope: 
15.1.1 U1ad .Appljcollmt-Tbe IIJI)Iied lold sball be 
cbeckcd by the use of dead weiabts and proviDa Ieven, or by 
an elatic calibration device or spriap in tbe DWlDCI' 
described in Practices E 4. Sucb dead weiaflts or otbcr 
loldina devices tball be accurate to ±0.2 " · VJC:kers bardDess 
tcstina mw:bincs sball be verified at a minimum of three 
applied la.dl indudioa tbe tat lold specified A minimum 
of tbrcc n:lldinp tboWd be takm at eiiCb ~ A V'ders 
bardnell tatiDa macbine is ea:eplablc: for '* over a Ioadios 
raJ111C witJtin wbic:h tbc IDIChinc error docs not cxoccd :t I "· 
15.1.2 /~-The form of the diamoud indenter sball 
be verified by dim:t measuremeat ol its sbape or by 
measurements of its projection on a scrcco. The aoaJc 
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bdwceo oppolitc JUa or the pyramid sball be t36• :t 30 
min. AD four lUI tball be equally inclined to tbe axis of the 
pyramid within ±30 min. The four lUI of indmten UDt 
for 18bontoey, or routine IC:Ib, lball meet at a poiut DO ~ 
than 0.001 DUll in ieaalh (ICC F~&- 2). The four &ces of 
indenters UIOd in c:alilntiD& standardized baldDCII 1r:St 
blocb, sball mc:d at • point in wbidl the line of juDajOD 
bdwceo oppolitc lUI il DO more than 0.0005 mm in leDalb 
(ICC fia. 3). Tbc qudrilldaal that woWd be formed by the 
iotenectioa or the rour r.ces with a p1ue pewpewmcular to 
tbc axis of tbc indmter .... 111M aDIIel o/90"' :t 12 min. 
15.1.3 M«<SSITiiV M~Tbe mc.wiDa ~ 
lllQPe or other device for ....me the ~ ol the 
imprasion lball be calibrated apimt an 8CCUJ1IIdy ruled liDe 
IICIIIe (IDle mic:romctiCr). The c:rron of the tiDe ICIIIc sball DOt 
cxoccd 0.05 JUD (0.00005 mm) or 0.05 " ol any i.atcrval, 
whicbncr is IJ'fl8lier. 1be meMUriDc miaC*lOPC sbaD be 
calilnted tJuoaPout its ,.. ol me and a calilntioo factor 
cbolcn such tbat tbe error lball DOt e:xcocd ±0.5 "· It may be 
DCIIlCSISUY to divide tbc complete I'UIIIt of the miaometer 
microlcope into leW:dl IUbranFs. C8dl bavin& its OMJ 
factor. 
15.2 'Yni/ia~Uon by Slmrdludiud T~ Block Method: 
15.2.1 A V'IICkrn baldDCII tatiD& madliDc UDt ODiy for 
roatiDe taliD& may be c:becbd by makiDa a leria of 
imprelllions 011 llaildaidi:zecl bantDaa eat blocb (Part C). 
15.2.2 A minimum of fi-ve VICkas bardDca readiapsball 
be takat on at least three blocb baviQa diJiereut k:vds of 
h.vdoca usi.aa a tat loed or Jo.ds as specified by tbc UICI' 
with the test k.t «PPJJicd for 12 s. 
J 5.2.3 V'IICkrn baldDCII tatiJ1c nudlines sball be consid-
ered verified if the mean cfialoDal for 6-ve bardnas impra. 
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sions meets the requirements of 17.2. 
16. Procedure for PericMiic: Cbetka by 1M User 
16.1 Verification by the Slandardized test block method 
(15.2.2) is too lengthy for daily use. Instead tbc foDowing is 
recommended: 
16.1.1 Make at least one routine c.bcck cadi day that the 
tcsdng machine is used. 
16.1.2 Before maJcing the chcclc. verify that the zero 
reading of the measuring apparatus is com:ctly adjusted. 
16.1.3 Make at least five hardness readings on a standard-
ized twdnCII test block on the s::ale aDd at tbc bardDcss level 
at wbich the machine is beiDa used. If the values fall within 
the range of the staDdanlized hardness test block the ma-
chine may be reprdcd as satisfact.oty; if not the machine 
sbould be verified as described in 15.2.2. 
17. Repeatability aDd Error 
17.1 Repeatability: 
17.1.1 For eadl slaDdardized block., let d., d1, • • • d, be 
the arithmetic means of the two diagooaJs of the indenta-
tions, anaqed in increasing order of mapitude. 
17 .1.2 The repca1ability of tbc machine uDder the partic-
ular verification oooditions is expreaxl by the quantity tis -
d,. 
17.2 E"or: 
17.2.1 The error of the machine under the particular ver-
ification conditions is expressed by tbc quantity if - d. where 
i1 - (d1 + d1 + · · · ds}/5, and d is the reported mean 
diqonal of impressions oo tbe standardized hardness test 
block. 
18. An eteMoiV~ 
18.1 Reptltllabi/ity-The repeatability of the machine ver-
ified is coosidercd satisfactory if it satisfies the conditions 
given in Table 7. 
18.2 Error-The mean diaaoaal for five impressions 
sbouJd oot diffcl' from tbc mean diaaonal com:spoodina to 
tbc Vickcts bardDa& of the staDdardiud test block by more 
than 2 ~ or 0.5 11m (0.0005 mm), whicbever is greater. 
TABU 7 A1p1 I t•)ol~ 
100 ., 2C, h:l 
o..r 240 to eoo. h:l 
0..800 
Ad • fdt +ct.+ • • • +d,V$. 
&•tOOHY; 18.2110tN 
te • 300 tN; 311 • eoo HV 
28•700tN 
• .... - .. I I - II .. ,__..... floe tiT 1 "'" (0.001 :mot, 
..._ ... ~. 
C CAUBilATION OF STANDARD HARDNESS TEST BI.OCICS FOR VlaEilS HARDNESS MAODNES 
19. Scope 
19.1 Part C covers tbc calibration of staDdardized bard-
ness test blocks for the verification of Viclcers hardness 
taUDi machiDCS as described in Part B. 
20. Muafadve 
20.1 Each metal block to be standardized shall be not less 
than ''• in. (6 mm) in thidcDea. 
20.2 Each block sball be spccially prepan:d and heat 
treated to give the necessary ho~ty and stability of 
suucturc. 
20.3 Each block. if of steel, sball be demagnetized by the 
manufacturer and maintained demqDetiud by the user. 
20.4 The lower surface of the test block sbalJ have a fine 
ground finish. 
20.5 The test (upper) surface sball be polisbed and liee of 
scn~tches which would interfere with measurements of tbc 
diagonals of the impression. 
20.5.1 The mean surface roughness bcight rating sbaD DOt 
exceed 4 jlin. (0.0001 mm) center line avc:raae. 
20.6 To ensu.n: that oo material is sublequentJy removed 
from the test surface of the standardized test block, an 
official mark or the thiclcness at the time of calibration shall 
be marked on the test surface to an accuracy of ±0.005 
in.(±(). I mm). 
21. Staadar4izilll ProcedJire 
21 .1 The staDdardizcd hardness test blocks sbaJJ be cali-
brated on a Vickers hardness testing machine verified in 
accordance with the requirements of 13.1.1. 
8 
21.2 The mNhanism that controls the applicatioo of load 
sbould c:itber: 
21.2.1 Employ a device such as a spring to reduce the 
'Vdocity of indentation of the indenter during the period of 
indentation, or 
21.2.2 Employ a device to maintain a constant velocity of 
indentation of the indenter. 
21.3 The fuU load sbaD be applied for 12 s. 
22. Nlllaber of .... ladoas 
22.1 At least 6ve and prd'CJ'ably ten randomly distributed 
iodeotations sbalJ be made on each test block. 
lJ. Meu~K~ • or 1M Dbl&oall o1 the~ 
23.1 The illumiuabng syslcm of the measuring micn>-
soope sbaD be adjusted to pve uniform inlensity over the 
field of view and muimum contrast between the indentation 
and the undislributed swfaoc of the bled. 
23.2 The mcasuril!l microecopc shall be lt8duatcd to r'Qd 
0.001 mm with estimates made to the oean:st ±0.0002 mm. 
23.3 The meapuina miaoecope sbaiJ be cbded by a 
5ta1C micromdcr, or by other suitable means, to eosun: that 
the diffen:nce betv.uo ~ corresponding to any two 
divisions of the inslrument is com:ct withiD ±0.0005 mm. 
23.4 It is RCOIDDICDdcd that each iodcDtation be mea-
swui by two obiet wn. 
14. Repnta•lity 
24.1 Ld d., ~. · · · d, be the mean values of the 
mc:asuRid diasonaJs as detenniDed by ooe oblcrver, arranscd 
in increasing order of mqnitude. 
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2A.2 1be rcpeltlbility of the bardoess readinp OQ the 
block is ddiiiCid IS (d10 - d1), wbcD t.eD radinp have bcco 
made or 1.32 (d5 - d1) when five readiop ~ 1akcn on the 
block. 
25. UllifonlitJ ol H..-. 
2S.I Unlca the rcpe~tabitity of bardDess readiDp IS 
m~~eythcDU~of~«t.eD~~U 
within the limits liven in Table 8, the block cannot be 
rqarded IS sufficiently unirorm r« standardization pur-
poses. 
26.Markml 
26.1 Eac:h bJocl: sball be muted with the rollowiDc: 
26.1.1 Arithmetic mean or the bardDea values found in 
the standardization test (sec also 3.2.2. Note I). 
26.1.2 The name or mark or the supplier', 
TAIUI Rp ..... ......._ ........ 
"'tr--.+lla+ ...• ~ ... 





·~-- .. $ ., ............ ..,_ .. ,JII'IIIUI01 .... 
.....,_ ......... 
26.1.3 Tbe IJeriaJ number of the bloct, aDd 
26.1.4 The thictDess of the test block or an official mart 
on the top surface (ICC 19.6). 
Non 6--AII o( die -a. aa:pC lbe ofticial ..t ,. ~ 
.-.s lie pllced oa die tide of die block, die ..U.. bcilla ...... 
....... die .. --. die~--
rr.~ 
27.1 mdiDic; Vickml hardness 
'llle......._SIIiolll)'lorT .... IWII ......... ,.,,..,..,..,.._..._.,.....fll_,,_.,_,._...__... 
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Edge Specimen A dl d2 Hv 
Trailing x1 29.1 29.29 217.5 
Avg. Center 
yl 30.31 29.04 210.5 (Hv) 
Center x2 31.2 30.52 194.7 203.6 
y2 30.2 29.87 205.5 
Leading x3 33.23 29.98 185.6 
Average 202.2 
Specimen B 
Edge Specimen B d1 d2 Hv 
Trailing xl 29.67 29.02 215.3 
Avg. Center 
yl 31.04 28.89 206.5 (Hv) 
Center xl 32.33 29.67 192.9 202.1 
y2 34.87 25.01 206.8 
Leading x3 33.24 32.17 173.3 
Average 196.9 
Specimen C 
Edge Specimen C d1 d2 Hv 
Trailing x1 28.76 30.35 212.3 
Avg. Center 
yl 31.22 28.42 208.5 (Hv) 
Center x2 31.55 30.33 193.7 198.5 
y2 27.34 34.6 193.3 




Edge Specimen D d1 d2 Hv 
Trailing x1 27.56 31.99 209.1 
y1 26.75 34.87 195.3 Avg. Center (Hv) 
Center x2 32.54 30.01 189.5 194.5 
y2 30.88 30.24 198.5 
leading x3 33.55 33.97 162.7 
Average 188.8 
Specimen E 
Edge Specimen E d1 d2 Hv 
Trailing xl 28.43 30.42 214.1 
y1 32.35 27.65 206.0 Avg. Center (Hv) 
Center x2 33.21 28.04 197.7 193.9 
y2 35.08 29.44 178.1 
leading x3 31.75 34.65 168.2 
Average 192.1 
Specimen F 
Edge Specimen F d1 d2 Hv 
Trailing x1 30.13 32.45 189.4 
y1 33.65 28.54 191.7 Avg. Center (Hv) 
Center x2 29.85 33.21 186.5 184.3 
y2 31.43 33.72 174.7 
leading x3 35.09 32.89 160.5 
Average 178.1 
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